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President I CEO 

ELECTRONIC MAIL (REGCOMMENTS@NCUA.GOV) 

Mr. Gerard Poliquin 
Secretary of the Board 
National Credit Union Administration 
177 5 Duke Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314-3428 

Re: Comments on Proposed Rule Regarding Voluntary Mergers of Federally Insured Credit Unions 

Dear Mr. Poliquin: 

I am providing this official comment letter on behalf of the Board of Directors, management and staff 
of South Carolina Federal Credit Union regarding the NCUA's proposed rule on voluntary mergers of 
federally insured credit unions. We appreciate the opportunity to provide our thoughts and concerns 
about this important proposal that we oppose and feel should be revised considerably- if it is approved 
at all. 

This letter addresses four key areas of concern: 
1. Shifting the strategic and operational decision-making from the merger partners to the NCUA 
2. Requiring unnecessary disclosure of compensation covered by the "transparency" component 

of the current rule 
3. Creating a "disgruntled-member" platform that exposes undue reputation risk for the credit 

union to now manage 
4. Exposing risks to the share insurance fund by discouraging safe and sound, voluntary mergers 

First, we believe that the decision of merger is a fiduciary decision of the boards from two independent 
credit unions which, when its terms are agreed to, should be submitted with clarity to the members of 
the merging credit union for a membership vote without the NCUA as regulator and/or insurer taking 
sides in the merger decision. From our experience, the current rules are very balanced and transparent 
in that regard. 

This proposed rule is not balanced and uses "greater transparency" as a reason to extend the NCUA's 
role much more inappropriately into this key fiduciary decision which should be driven by financial 
considerations and member service reasons much more so than a privacy violating set of disclosures 
that seem intent upon giving the appearance of a merger that is "bought and paid for" when that is 
almost never the case. 
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Through this rule, the NCUA moves from its traditional role as an impartial referee in merger decisions 
and into clearly taking sides with an inference that there is something amiss in a merger through the 
over application of its disclosure approval authority. In our view, this proposed rule should not become 
a final rule and could well bring about what we fear will be negative consequences for the credit union 
industry and the share insurance fund in the process. 

Second, the current NCUA rule is quite sufficient to require disclosure of those most extreme examples 
of golden parachutes and merger bonuses for highly paid executives. Over 3,700 mergers in the past 
fifteen years have taken place, each with disclosures and a membership vote. Less than a handful have 
involved controversy and even fewer where there was a membership vote in the negative toward the 
merger. We cannot believe this was solely because there was not enough disclosure. 

We believe the current rules require disclosure of the aberration in senior executive employee 
compensation in the event of a merger, without overreaching into areas that are merely the increase in 
compensation and benefit that naturally results when an employee goes from a smaller institution with 
fewer resources to a larger one with more resources. The current requirement of disclosure of senior 
executives (the top five highest paid employees) when the increase will bring about a minimum 
compensation increase amount of$15,000 or 15% ofprevious salary is probably, within itself, more 
restrictive than necessary- but it has worked for a number of years. It appears the NCUA is trying to 
solve a problem that does not exist. 

The NCUA should not be the entity choosing merger partners for credit unions. That is the marketplace 
role, and the directors of two credit unions are fulfilling their fiduciary roles when they negotiate the 
terms of a merger to be submitted to the membership of the merging credit union. The NCUA should 
not utilize its disclosure approval process to discourage mergers that have been negotiated by the 
fiduciaries of two credit unions simply because the NCUA does not agree with the terms of those 
fiduciary negotiations. 

Provided the result after a merger is a continuing credit union that is a financially safe and sound 
institution, the NCUA should not utilize its supervisory or regulatory authority to substitute its view of 
the negotiated terms from those of the fiduciaries that accomplished the negotiation in the best interests 
of the members they are elected to represent with a duty of care, obedience and loyalty. 

Under its provisions, the proposed rule expands the number of executives and managers whose salary 
and benefit information would require prior disclosure. Likewise, it also presents the question as to 
whether this level of disclosure should perhaps be extended to all employees and not just senior 
executives. 

We find it beyond reason that a member service representative, teller or back office accountant should 
be subject to seeing his salary divulged in a merger disclosure merely because he will be working now 
for a larger credit union with more resources, enhanced benefits and a better pay scale. When you 
apply that disclosure to the two years prior, perhaps before a merger was even under discussion by the 
credit union board, it simply makes no sense and seems to be a classic example of regulatory over-
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We strongly recommend that the NCUA remove this provision. While it is somewhat like the provision 
designed to prevent credit unions from converting to mutual savings banks, there are distinct 
differences in a credit union merger. The basic cooperative ownership structure of the credit union is 
not being changed in a voluntary credit union merger. It is an apples and oranges distinction that the 
NCUA should, of all entities, recognize. 

In conclusion, we referenced the share insurance fund in our opening paragraphs. We share a concern 
expressed by other credit unions that any effort by the NCUA to use its regulatory or supervisory 
authority to inject unnecessary controversy into the voluntary merger process will not stop mergers. It 
will only serve to bring about more involuntary mergers and fewer voluntary mergers. In our view, 
we see potential losses to the share insurance fund if a regulatory or supervisory impediment to a 
voluntary merger results in some credit unions being so financially challenged because of a voluntary 
merger being voted down resulting from the NCUA disclosure-inspired tactics utilized by a small 
group of opposition activists that it results in a subsequent involuntarily merger and assistance from 
the share insurance fund. 

Voluntary mergers are almost never costly to the share insurance fund, unlike involuntary mergers, 
which are often costly. The NCUA has a responsibility to the credit union stakeholders in the share 
insurance fund to carefully consider whether a poorly thought out regulatory overreaction to a very 
small handful of mergers with excessive executive compensation terms (almost inevitably already 
required to be disclosed under existing regulation). That responsibility is to be absolutely certain of 
any regulatory proposal that could adversely impact the share insurance fund. This proposed rule has 
no benefit to the share insurance fund in that it can only be viewed as discouraging voluntary mergers. 
It could certainly be viewed as having a potential negative impact on the share insurance fund for the 
same reason - discouraging voluntary mergers and forcing many credit unions ultimately into 
involuntary mergers. For this reason alone, the proposed rule should not be finalized. 

We greatly appreciate and value the opportunity to comment on this very important and far-reaching 
proposal. Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can be a source of additional information on behalf 
of South Carolina Federal Credit Union. 

Sincerely, 

12 
R. Scott Woods, CPA, CIA, MBA 
President and CEO 
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